The College for Officer Training is committed to preserving and maintaining the wellness and safety of all members of the community. As we continue to closely monitor the coronavirus outbreak, our focus is to follow the guidelines released by the Center of Disease (CDC), Rockland County Health Department and Eastern Territorial plans.

IMMEDIATE ACTION
UPON LEARNING OF COVID-19 AND IN ACCORDANCE TO THE STATEWIDE MANDATE AND PREVENTATIVE COUNTY GUIDELINES, THE CFOT HAS:

- CLOSED THE CFOT TO PUBLIC - (NO DONATIONS, GUESTS OR LECTURERS)
- ENCOURAGED SOCIAL DISTANCING BY LIMITING OPPORTUNITY FOR GATHERING
- MODIFIED WORKFORCE (CRITICAL ON ALTERNATE/REMOTE SCHEDULES)
- NON CRITICAL (ON CAMPUS) ACTIVITIES HAVE BEEN SUSPENDED
- COURSES ARE INSTRUCTED BY FACULTY (REMOTELY) THROUGH UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

CADETS
- If a cadet and/or family feels ill or shows symptoms of COVID-19 (fever, cough, difficulty breathing) or have encountered someone diagnosed with COVID-19, they are to contact their primary physician for guidance and testing (remain home).
- After contacting their physician, the cadet needs to contact the Health Office for appropriate guidance.
- High level communication to potentially exposed individuals.
- Prohibit access to common area (dining hall, Student lounge, etc.) and deploy sanitation crew (may include bagging personal items).

EMPLOYEES
- If an employee feels ill or shows symptoms of COVID-19 (fever, cough, difficulty breathing) or have encountered someone diagnosed with COVID-19, they are to contact their primary physician for guidance and testing (remain home).
- After contacting their physician, employee needs to contact ATPA/HR office for appropriate work guidance and communication process.
- High level communication to potentially exposed individuals.
- Prohibit access to work area and deploy sanitation crew (may include bagging personal items).
- Encourage on-site workers to wear masks.

STAFF/FACULTY
- If staff/faculty feels ill or shows symptoms of COVID-19 (fever, cough, difficulty breathing) or have encountered someone diagnosed with COVID-19, they are to contact their primary physician for guidance and testing (remain home).
- After contacting their physician, staff/faculty needs to contact ATPA/TP office for appropriate guidance and communication process.
- High level communication to potentially exposed individuals.